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Mo Xiaoquan was shocked and his face was at a loss. “Father, you… What Happened to you?” 

 

 

The first elder calmed himself down and asked, “Give me the medicinal pill that the fragrant grass gave 

you.” 

 

 

Mo Xiaoquan handed the medicinal pill to the first elder and his face was filled with bafflement. It was 

only a grade-8 bone tempering pill. Why did father have such a big reaction? 

 

 

The first elder took the porcelain bottle and opened the lid to take a look. There were indeed ten high-

grade bone tempering pills inside. He could not help but frown. was this little girl intentional or 

unintentional? 

 

 

If it was unintentional, then it was too much of a coincidence! After all, she was already able to refine 

grade-10 pills. Wouldn’t it be more sincere if she directly gifted grade-10 pills? Why would she gift 

grade-8 bone tempering pills? 

 

 

If it was intentional, how much would she know? Could it be that she was gifting this bottle of medicinal 

pills to attract his attention? 

 

 

Mo Xiaoquan saw the change in the first elder’s expression and asked in puzzlement, “Father, isn’t this, 

isn’t this a level 8 bone tempering pill? Is there anything special about it?” 



 

 

The first elder sighed, “You also know that previously, in order to intimidate Xiao An, I consumed the 

hidden dragon pill. That medicinal pill is extremely harmful to the body. Only a level 20 rank seven 

creation pill can completely remove the poison in the body. 

 

 

“However, a level 20 seven transformation life creation pill is simply not available on the market. I can 

only use the bone quenching pill instead. Although the effect can not be compared to the Seven 

Transformation Life Creation Pill, it can still have some effect.” 

 

 

“Ah! Father, are you saying that Mo Fangcao knew that you took the Hidden Dragon Pill, so she gave you 

the bone quenching pill? This, this is impossible, right? 

 

 

Besides you and me, no one else knows about this matter. How did she find out? “I reckon that she only 

has this bottle of bone-quenching pill on her, which is a grade-8 medicinal pill, so I gave it to you.”Mo 

Xiaoquan did not quite believe that Yun Chujiu had done it on purpose. If that was the case, this little girl 

was too strange, right? 

 

 

The great elder also did not quite believe it, but he had a suspicious nature. After pondering for a 

moment, he said, “No matter what, you find an excuse to call Fangcao over tomorrow. I’ll test her.” 

 

 

“Father, it’s fine if she didn’t mean it. But if she really finds out that you’ve taken the Hidden Dragon Pill, 

what do you plan to do? Do you need me to think of a way to shut her up forever?”Mo Xiaoquan knew 

that the matter was of great importance, if the other four rooms heard about the Hidden Dragon Pill, it 

would be bad. 



 

 

The great elder frowned. “Let’s test her first. Guang Shunzhi’s business is very important to us. If we can 

avoid falling out, let’s not fall out.”. Although Xiao Ting was in charge of Guangshunzhi’s business, many 

of his ideas were made by Mo Fangcao. If we kill her, the loss will be on us.” 

 

 

“Then we’ll do as you say. Tomorrow, I’ll find a reason to call Mo fangcao over.” 

 

 

.. 

 

boxn ov el. c o m 

 

The next day, Yun Chujiu had just eaten breakfast when steward xie came over. 

 

 

“Miss Fangcao, Miss Fangbing of the main house has invited you and Miss Fangjiao over to the residence 

to admire the flowers.” 

 

 

“OK, I’ll be there in a moment,”yun Chujiu’s eyes flashed. It looked like the fish had taken the bait! 

 

 

After returning to the house, Yun Chujiu took out her voice transmission talisman and informed Mo 

Xiaoting. She then left the Broken Moon Pavilion and ran into Mo Fangjiao who was looking for her. 

 



 

“Sister Fangcao, I advise you to pretend to be sick. Sister Fangbing must have taken the opportunity to 

teach you a lesson. Otherwise, why would she reward you with flowers?”Mo fangjiao gloated. 

 

 

Yun chujiu pretended to be unconvinced. “HMPH! I’m not afraid of her! She wasn’t there when I went 

yesterday. Otherwise, if she dares to provoke me, I’ll teach her a lesson.” 


